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for me it's really good that there are different ways of making music. having this in mind, i made the
decision to make the best of what comes along. with hack, i wish to make one of the best open-
source samplers, i.e. with a lot of features, and a smooth workflow. because this has taken quite
some time i didn't make this during that long holiday-period. i also want to make it the best way

possible, and i'll be extremely happy about every piece of feedback. daniel: added png support to
union driver. coupled union with godsogood's python gdal bindings; now there is just a single loading

of gdal, and union will take care of loading all the necessary modules. implemented multi-band
support. tweaked union's ogr driver, so that union now uses a single ogr driver rather than the

various available ones (ogr 1.1 through ogr 1.3). synchronization between samplitude -plugin and
samplitude -dwsynth. automation of parameter changes, use of custom operators and control of the
samplitude-plugin are possible with each plugin separately. vastly extended arrangement memory

and drag/drop functionality. able to edit, copy and paste samples between projects. importing
(re-)ordering samplitude-samples, editing their traces, drag & drop the new sample in/out from

samplitude to the arrangement memory. change and create clock patterns. the results of the clock
can be visualized directly in the project and used with any effect. the live visualization with the

changes of the temporal part of the pattern. 5ec8ef588b
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